
 
To complete the quilt you will need:    
        
Basic sewing supplies, rotary cutter, favorite ruler, mat, and color pencils  
or crayons in basic colors for designing your blocks. 
 
2/3 yards MAIN fabric for blocks, accent squares & binding    
In my photo, the MAIN color is red. Students may choose any color. 
 
1 ½ yards background color (black or white or neutral grey) 
You will need 2 1/2 " strips for piecing and 3" strips for ½ square triangles. 
 
2 ½" scrappy color squares to create your color combinations. 
For beginning color students, I suggest staying with basic  
CRAYOLA colors: red, blue, yellow, green, purple and orange. 
Remember to include light and dark shades of the basic colors,  
especially light & dark to match your MAIN color. 
 
24 sash strips, 2 ½" x 10 ½" of your background color.  (Black, white or neutral)  These do not need to be pre-cut. 
 
16 Sash Accent squares 2 ½" x 2 ½" of your MAIN color.  These do not need to be pre-cut. 
 
Background fabric for outer border: 4 strips @ 4 ½" x 45" (black, white or neutral). These do not need to be pre-cut. 
 
NOTE:  Pre cutting 3" strips (or squares) and 2 ½" strips (or squares) of the background fabric before class helps speed thing up- this is just 
a suggestion.   We will begin the day with the power point Color College lecture & trunk show. Following the lecture, students may piece 
one block so everyone understands how to put the block together.   It helps students move along a little bit more quickly if they have a few 
3" and 2 ½" squares cut before class.   The goal is to have the first block cut and kitted (or pieced) before lunch.  NOTE: if every student is 
comfortable stitching half-square triangles, it is not necessary to bring a machine to class as we won't need to stitch the first block. 
 
After lunch, the goal is to cut and design the remaining 8 blocks. I will provide a coloring page & small sandwich bags.  As each blocks is 
designed, you will transfer your design to your coloring page (or take a photo of your block) and seal your block pieces into a sandwich bag 
to be stitched later.  You will go home with at least one completed block, and have the rest of your quilt designed and ready to stitch as a 
ready-made pre-cut kit. 

 
 


